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3.- How is it? 

2.- Is there a planning in the Canaries?

1.- Europe invites?

INTRODUCTION. TITLE

  4.- Where is the water in it? 

http://www.gobiernodecanarias.org/ceic/energia/temas/planificacion/



 

1.- Europe invites,...

 The Europe 2020 strategy is the 

EU's agenda for growth and jobs.

It emphasises smart, sustainable and 
inclusive growth. 

Climate change and energy

    - greenhouse gas emissions 20% lower 
than 1990 levels

    - 20% of energy coming from renewables

    - 20% increase in energy efficiency

Objectives,... 



1.- Europe 2020

draw up an Action Plan setting out, 
with targets and milestones,...,
 
,taking account of their individual 
situations, and the different 
instruments available set out in this 
communication”

potential reserve of marine 
resources
 
unique deep-sea laboratory for EU 
exploration in fields such as 
energy  

important in terms of tourism 
based on an exceptional natural 
and cultural environment.

Commision invites to,... The Ors are,... 

Communication from the 
Commission “The outermost 
regions of the European Union: 
towards a partnership for smart, 
sustainable and inclusive 
growth”, COM(2012) 287.



1.- Europe 2020

Protect, secure and develop the 
potential of the Atlantic marine and 
coastal environment  

Comunicación COM (2013) 279 final, 
defines an Action Plan for a 
Maritime Strategy in the Atlantic 
area, delivering smart, sustainable 
and inclusive growth 

Which includes a specific objective,... 

One of the priorities is to,... 

exploitation of the renewable energy 
potential of the Atlantic area's marine 
and coastal environment, by the 
special geological, oceanographic 
and meteorological conditions of 
ORs



2.-Energy planning in the Canary Islands
Canarian Europe 2020.

5. Green growth y sustainability
low-carbon economy, industrial development 
and energy efficiency 

One objective is,... 

Priorities,... 



 

2.-Energy planning Energy system.

2017
2002

     To undertake the necessary transition 
towards a new, more sustainable 
model that contributes to the 
economic and social growth of the 
Canary Islands, in harmony with 
the environment.

          Target 
Energy reserve.

supply assurance

self-sufficiency 



 

3.- How is it? EECan25 

1. Introduction

2. Energy context. European, Spanish 
and Canarian politics.

3. Canary Islands energy policy 
trajectory

4. Analysis and diagnosis of the 
energetic canary sector.

5. Projections and trend energy 
scenarios (two)

6. Strategy with axes and lines of 
action.

7. Financial framework

8. Monitoring and evaluation

9. Environmental aspects

EECan25 structure

Canarian Energy Strategy 25- EEcan25



 

4.- And we can find water,...  Off-shore wind

Strategic objective
 EECAN25 2025:

Strategic objective

Action axes

Blue economy

Action plan

RIS3

2015: 0 MW
2025: 310 MW
(on-shore 1.025 MW in 2025)



 

4.- The water is,... Pumped-Storage Hydropower

Strategic objective

Action axes

Blue economy

Plan acción

RIS3

Strategic objective EECAN25 
2025:

Pumped-Storage Plants in Gran 
Canaria, 200 MW
 Tenerife 60 MW
 La Palma, 30 MW
+ The Wind-Hydro-Pumped 
Station in El Hierro : 332 MW. 



 

4.- Water for energy,...Solar thermal and geothermal

Strategic objective EECAN25 
2025:

Renewable for heating water in high 
thermal demand buildings (hotel, pool 
heating and residential sector).

- Solar thermal collectors, biogas and 
low-enthalpy geothermal energy
- from 6% in 2014 to 22% en 2025 
(renewable heat).

Strategic objective

Action axes

Blue economy

Plan acción

RIS3



 

4.- Water energy,... Out of programme

Wave energyhigh-enthalpy geothermal 

Mini-Hydraulic Power Plant
Exploratory drilling-financing

I+D

Very small



 

THANK YOU
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